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Shanghai Pujia Metal Manufacturing Co.,Ltd.
• Company Introduction:
• Shanghai Pujia Metal 

Manufacturing Co., Ltd. is 
registered in Shanghai.

• The production base is located in 
Nantong, Jiangsu Province,which 
is a new enterprise specializing in 
producing all kinds of pet 
grooming and veterinary 
equipment with 100% assured 
qualiy and excellent after-sale 
service.

• Advantages:
• 1.Factory China since 2009
• 2. Fast shipment
• 3.OEM&ODM



         Combined type Stainless steel pet cage  pjjy-01

Features
1. Cage structure is reasonable, super pressure, strong and durable.
2. Unique sliding door lock design, automatic locking, good safety.
3. Pedal mesh and cage door high frequency and high current welding, strong 
without welding.
4. The whole round corners of the dirt plate are designed, no dead corners are left, 
convenient washing.
5. Internal seamless water retaining edge, more convenient and sanitary.
6. Lower cage movable drawing board design, drawing board can be turned into 
a large cage.
7. The bottom moving brake wheel, quiet, wear-resistant, easy to move and fix.
8. Innovative design of cage, exquisite and chic. Optional combination, can be 
customized.

Item Dimention N.W G.W
Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg

pjjy-01 L1220*D700*H1575 1300*830*1760=1.9m³ 187

Material   
304 Stainless Steel
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        Stainless steel cage(hospitalization）pjjy-02

Features
1. The cage structure is reasonable, super-strong and durable.
2. Unique sliding design of door lock, automatic locking, good safety.
3. High frequency and high current welding of pedal grids and cage doors, strong 
and non-detachable.
4. There is no dead angle in the cage, which is made of full round corners.
5. The lower cage movable drawing board design, the drawing board can be 
changed into a large cage.
6. Bottom moving brake wheel, silent, wear-resistant, easy to shift and fix.
7. Innovative cage design, exquisite and chic. Random combination, customizable 
on demand

Item Dimention N.W G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjjy-02 L1220*D700*H1575 1300*830*1760=1.9m³ 187

Material   
304 Stainless Steel
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        High-grade stainless steel pet cat cage pjml-01

Features
1. The cat cage is of reasonable structure, super pressure and durable.
2. Unique sliding mute design, light sound, automatic locking, convenient and 
safe.
3. Each group has two upper and lower floors, and each floor is equipped with 
independent leisure area, food area and sanitary area.
4. High strength acrylic drawing board design in the middle, clean and sanitary.
5. No dead Angle design in the cage, made of full rounded corners.
6. Special shock-proof mute paste is affixed on the outside of the cage body, 
making noise reduction quieter.
7. The bottom moving brake wheel, silent, wear-resistant, easy to shift and fix

Item Dimention N.W G.W
Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg

pjml-01 L1000*D650*H1765 1070*780*1920=1.6m³ 180

Material   
304 Stainless Steel
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        Novel stainless steel cat cage pjml-02

Features
1. The cat cage is of reasonable structure, super pressure and durable.
2. Unique sliding mute design, light sound, automatic locking, convenient and 
safe.
3. High strength acrylic drawing board design in the middle, clean and sanitary.
4. No dead Angle design in the cage, made of full rounded corners.
5. Special shock-proof mute paste is affixed on the outside of the cage body, 
making noise reduction quieter.
6. The bottom moving brake wheel, silent, wear-resistant, easy to shift and fix

Item Dimention N.W G.W
Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg

pjml-02 L1220*D700*H1575 1300*830*1760=1.9m³ 187

Material   
304 Stainless Steel
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         3 layer cat cage 

Features
1. The cat cage is of reasonable structure, super pressure and durable.
2. Unique sliding mute design, light sound, automatic locking, convenient and 
safe.
3. Each group has two upper and lower floors, and each floor is equipped with 
independent leisure area, food area and sanitary area.
4. High strength acrylic drawing board design in the middle, clean and sanitary.
5. No dead Angle design in the cage, made of full rounded corners.
6. Special shock-proof mute paste is affixed on the outside of the cage body, 
making noise reduction quieter.
7. The bottom moving brake wheel, silent, wear-resistant, easy to shift and fix

Item Dimention N.W G.W
Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg

L900*D550*H1830

Material   
304 Stainless Steel
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        Stainless steel pet display hospitalization cage pjzs-02
Features
1. The cage body is reasonable in structure, strong and durable in bearing.
2. Unique sliding door lock design, automatic locking, good safety.
3. Pedal mesh and cage door high frequency and high current welding, strong 
without welding.
4. The whole round corners of the dirt plate are designed, no dead corners are 
left, convenient washing.
5. The internal seamless waterside is more convenient and sanitary.
6. Lower cage movable drawing board design drawing board can be turned 
into a large cage.
7. The bottom moving brake wheel is silent, wear-resistant, convenient to shift 
and fix.
8. Innovative design of cage, exquisite and chic. Optional combination, can be 
customized

Item Dimention N.W G.W
Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg

pjzs-02 L1220*D700*H2185 1300*830*1745=1.88m³
1300*830*770=0.83m³  

207
110

Material   
304 Stainless Steel
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         Pet hospital oxygen cage power version Pjdy-01
Features
1.PET Bottle Making Machine is suitable for producing PET plastic containers and 
bottles in all shapes.
2. Unique sliding door lock design, automatic locking, good safety.
3. Pedal mesh and cage door high frequency and high current welding, strong 
without welding.
4. The whole round corners of the dirt plate are designed, no dead corners are left, 
convenient washing.
5. Internal seamless water retaining edge, more convenient and sanitary.
6. Lower cage movable drawing board design, drawing board can be turned into a 
large cage.
7. The bottom moving brake wheel, silent, wear-resistant, easy to shift and fix.
8. Innovative design of cage, exquisite and chic. Optional combination, can be 
customized.
9. Equipped with oxygen cabin door, 16-bit power interface, oxygen transmission 
hole position, dry and wet temperature display, leakage protection.

Item Dimention N.W G.W
Stand(cm） Package(cm) kg

Pjdy-01 L1220*D700*H1575 1300*830*1760=1.9m³ 222

Material   
304 Stainless Steel
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         Pet hospital cage power version Pjdy-02
Features
1.PET Bottle Making Machine is suitable for producing PET plastic containers and 
bottles in all shapes.
2. Unique sliding door lock design, automatic locking, good safety.
3. Pedal mesh and cage door high frequency and high current welding, strong 
without welding.
4. The whole round corners of the dirt plate are designed, no dead corners are left, 
convenient washing.
5. Internal seamless water retaining edge, more convenient and sanitary.
6. Lower cage movable drawing board design, drawing board can be turned into a 
large cage.
7. The bottom moving brake wheel, silent, wear-resistant, easy to shift and fix.
8. Innovative design of cage, exquisite and chic. Optional combination, can be 
customized.

Item Dimention N.W G.W
Stand(cm） Package(cm) kg

Pjdy-02 L1220*D700*H1575 1300*830*1760=1.9m³ 220

Material   
304 Stainless Steel
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         Stainless steel therapy oxygen cage for pet Pjdy-03
Features
1. Unique sliding door lock design, automatic locking, good safety.
2. Pedal mesh and cage door high frequency and high current welding, strong 
without welding.
3. The whole round corners of the dirt plate are designed, no dead corners are left, 
convenient washing.
4. Internal seamless water retaining edge, more convenient and sanitary.
5. Lower cage movable drawing board design, drawing board can be turned into a 
large cage.
6. The bottom moving brake wheel, silent, wear-resistant, easy to shift and fix.
7. Innovative design of cage, exquisite and chic. Optional combination, can be 
customized.
8. Equipped with warm light, oxygen door, 16-bit power interface, wet and dry 
temperature display, leakage protection.
9. Thermostat, over temperature electric power off, safe and reliable

Item Dimention N.W G.W
Stand(cm） Package(cm) kg

Pjdy-03 L1220*D700*H1815 1300*835*1990=2.16m³ 228

Material   
304 Stainless Steel
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        Stainless steel pet display cage pjzs-04
Features
1. Unique sliding door lock design, automatic locking, good safety.
2. Pedal mesh and cage door high frequency and high current welding, strong 
without welding.
3. The whole round corners of the dirt plate are designed, no dead corners are left, 
convenient washing.
4. Internal seamless water retaining edge, more convenient and sanitary.
5. Lower cage movable drawing board design, drawing board can be turned into 
a large cage.
6.Toughened glass in the front
7.LED spotlight installed in the cage, energy saving and bright
8.Innovative design of cage, exquisite and chic. Optional combination, can be 
customized.

Item Dimention N.
W

G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjzs-04 L2440*D700*H2185 1295*830*1765=1.9*2=3.8m³

1295*830*1380=1.48m³ 
422
186

Material   
304 Stainless Steel
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        Five pet hospital cages pjjy-05 
Features
1. The cage structure is reasonable, super-strong and durable.
2. Unique sliding design of door lock, automatic locking, good safety.
3. High frequency and high current welding of pedal grids and cage doors, strong 
and non-detachable.
4. Full rounded design of contamination plate, no dead corner, easy to wash.
5. Built-in seamless water retaining edge makes it more convenient and sanitary 
to use.
6. The lower cage movable pull-out board design, pull-out board can be changed 
into a large cage.
7. Bottom moving brake wheel, quiet, wear-resistant, easy to shift and fix.
8. Innovative cage design, exquisite and chic. Random combination, can be 
customized on demand.

Item Dimention N.W G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjjy-05 L1500*D700*H1575 1580*830*1760=2.3m³ 225

Material   
304 Stainless Steel
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        Four high-end cat boarding cage pjml-04
Features
1. Cat cage has reasonable structure, super pressure and durability.
2. Unique sliding mute design of door lock, light voice, automatic locking, 
convenient and safe.
3. Each group has two upper and lower floors, each with an independent leisure 
area, a catering area and a health area.
4. Intermediate high-strength acrylic suction plate design, clean and hygienic.
5. There is no dead angle in the cage, which is made of full rounded corners.
6. Special anti-vibration and silence stickers are attached to the outside of the 
cage to reduce noise more quietly.
7. Bottom moving brake wheel, quiet, wear-resistant, easy to shift and fix.

Item Dimention N.
W

G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjml-04 L1500*D650*H1765 1580*800*1950=2.46m³ 270

Material   
304 Stainless Steel
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        Multi-funcitional ICU pet cage 
Features
1. Convenient self-diagnostic and all the components are easy to be replaced.
2.Safer as a result of power supply failure protection and ventilation fan control.
3. Creating a friendly medical circumstance by Ultra Violet Sterilization, High 
Concentration Negative Ion Air Purification, Temperature and Humidity Control, 
Carbon Dioxide Monitoring and Removal, Oxygen Concentration and Medical 
Nebulizer.
4. Four separately controlled compartments provide specialized and individual 
cooling and heating.
5.Two medium compartments on top tier, one large compartment on bottom tier 
which could be divided into two medium compartments when needed.
6.Operating History Documenting Temperature, Humidity, CO2 Density and O2 
Density, displayed in intuitive curves, providing up to 72 hours maximum 
tracking.

Item Dimention N.
W

G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
L1410*D840*H1900 1530*950*1980=2.88m³

Material   
304 Stainless Steel
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   Stainless steel oxygen cage for pets  pjy-01

Features
The box body is made of 304 stainless steel, the back is equipped with a 
vent, the door is made of transparent plexiglass, the door is equipped with 
an exchangeable air hole, equipped with a wet and dry thermometer and 
oxygen hole, the door lock is automatically locked, safe and convenient. 
Stainless steel mesh and movable dirt plate are provided below

Item Dimention N.
W

G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjy-01 L610*D745*H610/1410 850*800*890=0.6m³

1485*880*925=1.21m³
85
143

Material   
The whole 304 stainless steel material, anticorrosive, acid-proof and 
rustproof, the structure is novel, clean, convenient and durable.
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   Exam table with cage  pjz-08

Features
The top of the cage is covered with 304 stainless steel, surrounded by 
stainless steel bars, and is not easily deformed.The desktop is about 
4cm wider than the cage. It is convenient to be used as an operating 
clinic. 
It can be loaded and can be made on demand!

Item Dimention N.W G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjz-08 L800*W500*H800

Material   
Stainless steel 304 material ,anti-rust, Can be customized, 
Save space Easy to use.
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   Stainless steel square tube pet cage pjfg-01

Features
The square tube cage can be assembled and assembled, and the cage 
door is equipped with automatic lock. The design is novel and 
convenient to use!Made of all 304 stainless steel, the cage frame has a 
thickness of 1.2mm and the stringer has a thickness of 1.0mm. It is 
equipped with stainless steel foot pedals and stainless steel dirt 
trays.There are movable brake wheels underneath, which is very 
convenient for moving and fixing.

Item Dimention N.W G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjfg-01 L1200*W800*H1050

Material   
Stainless steel 304 material 
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   Stainless steel pet injection cage  pjdz-01

Features
The box body is made of 304 stainless steel, the back is equipped with a 
vent, the door is made of transparent plexiglass, the door is equipped with 
an exchangeable air hole, equipped with a wet and dry thermometer and 
oxygen hole, the door lock is automatically locked, safe and convenient. 
Stainless steel mesh and movable dirt plate are provided below

Item Dimention N.
W

G.
W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjdz-01 Extra Large：

L1200*W460*H780
L：L970*W420*H680
S：L700*W360*H500

EL:1350*640*1010=0.87m³
L:1130*600*930=0.63m³

96
80

Material   
The whole 304 stainless steel material, anticorrosive, acid-proof and 
rustproof, the structure is novel, clean, convenient and durable.
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SUS304 dog bed

Bed size(cm) S 68X55X15 M 90X60X15 L 102X69X15 XL 122X71X15

Mesh size(cm) 55x53 75x60 87x69 107x71
Max weight 85kg 80kg 75kg 70kg
Suggested 
weight

7.5kg 12.5kg 25kg 40kg

Unit price 22.5$ 27.5$ 29.5$ 34.5$



SUS304 dog bed

Size Mesh Unit price
116x75x20cm 2*1 65$



         Veterinary operating table  pjs-01

Features
The operation table is made of high quality 304 stainless steel, equipped with 
stainless steel movable net piece, can have the flat net and the circular arc net 
piece choice, USES the inclined support lifting bracket, the lifting is steady, 
the locking is firm, has the touch type lifting switch, the operation is simple, 
the whole equipment will anti-rust.

Item Dimention N.W G.W
Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg

pjs-01 L1300*W600*H450-1000 1580*690*550=0.6m³ 89

Material   
The whole 304 stainless steel material, anticorrosive, acid-proof and 
rustproof, the structure is novel, clean, convenient and durable.
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         Veterinary operating table  pjs-02

Features
The operation table is made of high quality 304 stainless steel, equipped with 
stainless steel movable net piece, can have the flat net and the circular arc net 
piece choice, USES the inclined support lifting bracket, the lifting is steady, 
the locking is firm, has the touch type lifting switch, the operation is simple, 
the whole equipment will anti-rust.

Item Dimention N.W G.W
Stand(mm） Package(mm) KG

pjs-02 L1300*W600*H450-
1000

1580*690*550=0.6m³ 90

Material   
The whole 304 stainless steel material, anticorrosive, acid-proof and 
rustproof, the structure is novel, clean, convenient and durable.
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         Veterinary operating table (thermostat version)  pjs-03

Features
All stainless steel V-type thermostat operating table temperature between 0-60 
degrees, automatic thermostat function, can adjust the required temperature at 
will, equipped with leakage protector, high temperature protector, safe use, the 
table surface is made of high-quality 304 stainless steel, equipped with stainless 
steel movable mesh, can choose flat mesh and arc mesh, using oblique support 
lifting bracket, lifting. Smooth descent, firm locking, with touch-type lifting 
switch, easy to operate, the overall equipment will anti-rust.

Item Dimention N.W G.W
Stand(mm） Package(mm) KG

pjs-03 L1300*W600*H450-1000 1580*690*550=0.6m³ 90

Material   
The whole 304 stainless steel material is anticorrosive, acid-proof and 
rust-proof, fast heating, safe and reliable, stable rising and falling, 
easy to use and high temperature safety protection.
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   Veterinary operating table  pjs-04

Features
Stainless steel constant temperature bidirectional tilt operation table 
temperature 0-60 degrees, automatic constant temperature function, you can 
adjust the required temperature, built-in high temperature protector, safe and 
reliable. Table made of high quality 304 stainless steel, with stainless steel 
movable mesh, with binding artifact on both sides, simple and firm, convenient 
and practical, touch lifting switch, easy to operate, with binding artifact on both 
sides, simple and firm, operation table made of high quality 304 stainless steel, 
the overall equipment anti- rust.

Item Dimention N.W G.W
Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg

pjs-04 L1500*W600*H760-1050 1600*700*940=1.05m³

Material   
High precision temperature control, solid material, rugged and durable, 
smooth lifting, simple operation, high temperature safety protection, simple 
and convenient buckle.
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   DWV -11 type animal operating table pjs-05
Features
1. DWV-11 animal operating table is composed of three parts: table, pin and 
base, equipped with operating instrument tray and infusion pole;
2. The height rise and fall of the operating table table is electrically controlled, 
and the middle is equipped with a moving water trough;
3. The left and right sides of the work table can be tilted to 0-45° respectively, 
which is manually operated by using the knob;
4. The operating table can be tilted 45° in front and back respectively, with 
automatic control;
5. The temperature adjustment range of the work table is 25-45 ℃ , and the 
automatic constant temperature function can adjust the required temperature at 
will;
6. Built-in high temperature protector, safe and reliable;
7. Equipped with binding artifact, simple and firm.

Item Dimention N.W G.W
Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg

pjs-05 L1400*W650*H760-1060 1475*735*955=1.04m³ 154

Material   
The national standard stainless steel 304 is anticorrosive, acid-proof 
and rustproof, with electric elevator, the performance is more stable.
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   C-arm operating table  pjs-06
Features
1. The C-arm operating table is composed of three parts: table, lifting bracket 
and platform base. It is equipped with surgical instrument disc and infusion 
stand.
2. The height of the operating table is controlled by electric motor.
3. Operating table can be tilted 45 degrees before and after operation, and 
operated electronically, weighing 40 kg on one side.
4. The whole machine has compact structure, reliable and reasonable 
performance and convenient operation.
5. Equipped with binding artifacts, free tightening, simple and firm.

Item Dimention N.W G.W
Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg

pjs-06 L1500*W600*H760-1050 1575*700*955=1.05m³

Material   
The main body of the operating table is made of 304 stainless steel 
and the bed board is made of phenolic laminated cardboard, which 
has the characteristics of uniform density and good X-ray 
transmittance. 
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   Multi-layer equipment with socket load cart PJf-06

Features

Equipped with sockets, easy to use, equipment space, durable, pet 
hospital must have!

Item Dimention N.W G.W
Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg

PJf-06 L600*W650*H1580 1655*725*760=0.91m³ 87

Material   
The main body is made of 304 stainless steel. Optional universal 
brake wheel or fixed regulating foot at bottom.
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   Stainless steel multi-layer equipment trolley PJf-04

Features

The equipment is large and durable, which is necessary for pet 
hospitals!!

Item Dimention N.W G.W
Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg

PJf-04 L545*W455*H1150

Material   
The main body is made of 304 stainless steel with universal brake 
wheel or fixed adjusting foot at the bottom.
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   Stainless steel multi-layer equipment trolley PJf-05

Features

Easy to use, large space for equipment placement, durable.

Item Dimention N.W G.W
Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg

PJf-05 L550*W550*H1500

Material   
The main body is made of 304 stainless steel with universal brake 
wheel or fixed adjusting foot at the bottom.
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   Stainless steel grooming bathtub 

Features
Equipped with flushing faucet
Provide tap to adjust hot and cold water
L1300*W740*H900-1300mm
304stainless steel
pjx-01
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Features
Equipped with  faucet/tap to 
adjust hot and cold water
L1300*W740*H900-1300mm
304stainless steel
pjx-02

Features
Equipped with  faucet/tap to adjust hot
 and cold water/a pet dryer
L1300*W740*H900-1300mm
304stainless steel
pjx-04



   Stainless steel grooming bathtub 

Features
SPA function/ control the strength and time of water bubbles. 
/hot air function helps to maintain the original water temperature. 
/equipped with a pet retaining ring
pjx-05
Material   
1.2mm 304 stainless steel 
L1300*W740*H 900-1300mm
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Features
Electrically controlled
L1300*W740*H1170-1600mm
pjx-06



   Stainless steel wash sink 

Foot baseHand wash sink pjxs-01
Features
Equipped with foot water faucette and 
induction cleaner extruder box
L1200*W600*H1800
pjxs-01
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Cage washing sink pjxp-01
Features
The pet cage is specially designed for the 
washing of trays. Put the pet cage tray into the 
sink for quick and easy washing!
equipped with a high pressure flushing gun 
L620*W500*H800mm
pjxp-01



   Stainless steel wash sink 

Cage washing sink pjxp-02
Features
The pet cage is specially designed for the washing of 
trays. Put the pet cage tray into the sink for quick and 
easy washing!
equipped with a high pressure flushing gun 
L620*W500*H800mm
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Cage washing sink pjxp-03
Features
 it is protected by water on three sides.Full 
rounded design for easy cleaning and filter 
water to prevent clogging!
L620*W500*H800/1100mm



   Pet disposal table  

Multi-functional pet disposal table 
pjc-02
Features
full round corners 
stainless steel filter
one cabinet and three drawers.
L1400*W600*H880mm
304 stainless steel
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Wood frame wet disposal table  pjc-m01
Features
The main part of the disposal table is made of 
wood. The table surface is made of 304 
stainless steel.
L1400*W600*H880mm

Wood frame dry disposal 
table  pjc-m02
Features
The main part of pet disposal 
table is made of wood,the table 
surface is made of marble. 
L1400*W600*H880mm



   Stainless steel pet B-mode ultrasonograph   pjbc-01

Features
The special stainless steel pet B-mode ultrasonograph for animal B-
mode ultrasonograph is designed according to the practical application 
needs, which is more in line with the actual practical scene. The edge 
treatment is rounded, the size is customized, and the universal brake 
wheel is equipped to facilitate movement.

Item Dimention N.
W

G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjbc-01 L1100*W550*H700 1170*620*860=0.62m³ 45

Material   
It is made of 8 nickel stainless steel materials, easy to clean and rust-
free.
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   Multi-functional electric lifting pet disposal table   pjc-03

Features
1. The table is composed of square pipe bracket, removable tray and 
removable mesh, which is clean.
2. The height of the disposal table is controlled by electric pedal, which is 
convenient to use.
3. Use stainless steel filter wool to prevent water leakage from blocking.
4. Can be used for cleaning teeth with pets, trauma treatment, reception, 
etc.

Item Dimention N.
W

G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjc-03 L1200*W600*H750-1050 1285*685*900=0.79m³ 86

Material   
Convenient to use, clean and have various functions
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   Multi-functional electric lifting table with a scale   pjz-10

Features
1. Table concave and round corner processing, convenient for cleaning 
and sanitation.
2. The height of the disposal table lifting using electric foot control, use 
square then.
3. Equipped with high-precision electronic weighing core.
4. Can be used for pet diagnosis and treatment, trauma treatment, 
reception, weighing, etc.

Item Dimention N.
W

G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjz-10 L900*W500*H750-1050 975*575*900=0.5m³ 77

Material   
304 stainless steel,Convenient to use, clean and have various 
functions
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   Multifunctional electric lift treatment table  pjz-11

Features
1. Countertop corner fillet treatment for easy cleaning.
2. The height of the table top is controlled by electric foot control, which 
is convenient for use.
3. Available for pet treatment, trauma treatment, and consultation.

Item Dimention N.
W

G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjz-11 L900*W500*H750-1050

Material   
304 stainless steel,Easy to use, clean and hygienic.
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   Column weighing and treatment table   pjz-13

Features
1. Countertop corner fillet treatment for easy cleaning.
2. Equipped with high-precision electronic scale.
3.The height lifting and lifting of the disposal table is controlled by electric 
foot pedal.
4. Available for pet treatment, trauma treatment, consultation, weighing, 
etc.

Item Dimention N.
W

G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjz-13 L900*W500*H800

Material   
304 stainless steel,Easy to use, clean and hygienic.
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   New column pet treatment table pjz-07

Features
Made of 304 stainless steel, the table is flat, polished and decorated all 
around, the bottom is equipped with binding bracket, and the bottom of 
the weighted base is equipped with fine-tuning foot.

Item Dimention N.W G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjz-07 L1100*W600*H800

L900*W500*H800
Small970*570*960=0.53m³ Smal

l 80

Material   
304 stainless steel,Sturdy, durable and smooth
Easy to clean and clean.
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   Ultra-thin electronic scales for pets  pjd-01

Features
1.4 ideal design multi-sensor digital display, loadometer Standard, super 
plane, large dog weighing more convenient
2.Ultra-thin design, more beautiful surface drawing
3. Display intelligent weight determination, more flexible pet weighing
4. Made of high-quality 304 stainless steel, the weighing range is 0-150 kg

Item Dimention N.W G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjd-01 L1200*W600*H65 1270*675*230=0.2m³ 48

Material   
304 stainless steel
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   Stainless steel treatment table with drawers  pjz-02

Features
The universal brake wheel is equipped with a drawer, and the bottom 
plate is placed with items.

Item Dimention N.W G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjz-02 L1100*W600*H800

L900*W500*H800
1170*690*950=0.77m³
975*610*960=0.57m³

65
53

Material   
The overall 304 stainless steel material, anti-corrosion, acid-proof and 
rust-free, the bottom moving wheel uses high-strength polyurethane 
cool universal brake wheel.
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   Stainless steel thermostatic treatment table  pjz-03

Features
1.Work table temperature adjustment range 0-60 degrees!
2.Automatic constant temperature function, you can adjust the required 
temperature at will!
3.Built-in high temperature protector,safe and reliable, flat table!
4.Equipped with sink with dirt plate, easy to clean

Item Dimention N.W G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjz-03 L920*W520*H840 1080*595*980=0.63m³ 60

Material   
The overall 304 stainless steel material, anti-corrosion, acid-proof and 
rust-free, automatic thermostatic,Easy to use, clean and hygienic.
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   Stainless steel pet weighing clinic table  pjz-04

Features
Weighing, diagnosis and treatment of multi-functional table scales.
Made of stainless steel, the surface is seamlessly connected and easier 
to clean.

Item Dimention N.W G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjz-04 L1000*W550*H800 1070*620*960=0.64m³

Material   
The overall 304 stainless steel material, anti-corrosion, acid-proof and 
rust-free, weighing diagnosis and treatment, a multi-purpose, 
convenient and hygienic.
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   Stainless steel corner pet examination table  pjz-05

Features
Made of 304 stainless steel, it has excellent quality, no rust, safe and 
hygienic and easy to clean.

Item Dimention N.W G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjz-05 L1100W*520*H770

L650W*300*H770

Material   
The overall 304 stainless steel material, anti-corrosion, acid-proof and 
rust-free, flexible and can be customized.
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   Stainless steel flat lifting table pjz-06

Features
Electric lifting table top rounded corners Designed for ease of use and 
clean.

Item Dimention N.W G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjz-06 L1300*W600*H450-1000 1575*690*555=0.6m³ 80

Material   
The overall 304 stainless steel material, anti-corrosion, acid-proof and 
rust-free.
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   Stainless steel carbon transfer vehicle pjz-12

Features
The product works in conjunction with an electric operating bed to facilitate 
the transfer of the intraoperative target and the diagnosis of X-rays.
Electric lift, convenient and durable.

Item Dimention N.W G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjz-12 L1300*W600*H500-1000 1375*690*565=0.5m³ 78

Material   
The bed board is made of carbon fiber and has the characteristics of 
uniform density and good X-ray transmittance.
The stainless steel frame is sturdy and durable, with strong mechanical 
properties, wear resistance, high temperature resistance, impact 
resistance, solvent resistance, and drug resistance. It is moisture-proof, 
mildew-proof and easy to clean.
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   Pet exam table  pjz-09

Features
The pet clinic table has a concave rounded design, which is convenient 
for cleaning and sanitation. It is equipped with a water outlet for pet 
cleaning.The drawer slides in the cabinet are made of stainless steel 
thickened rails.

Item Dimention N.W G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) KG
pjz-09 L1400*W650*H850

Material   
Stainless steel 304 material ,Easy to use, clean and hygienic, 
necessary for hospitals.
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   Pet stretcher trolley pjdj-01

Features
Table phenolic laminated cardboard material, pillar 304 stainless steel 
stainless steel is not rusty, silent mobile brake wheel! Desk can be 
disassembled, pushed, lifted!

Item Dimention N.W G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjdj-01 L1300*W600*H850

Material   
The whole 304 stainless steel material is anti-corrosion, acid-proof 
and rust-proof. The movable table of the movable pulley is equipped 
with the movable brake wheel. The bed board is made of phenolic 
laminated cardboard with uniform density and good X-ray 
transmittance.
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   Pet stainless steel stretcher pjdj-02

Features
1. The main frame is made of thick 304 stainless steel pipe.
2. Thick cloth, can be cleaned.
3. DIY design, disassembly and assembly is more convenient.

Item Dimention N.W G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjdj-02 L1200*W550

Material   
304 stainless steel main material, thick fabric.
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   Stainless steel simple infusion table pjsy-01

Features
Made of 304 stainless steel, the thickness of the table is 1.2mm, the 
thickness of the lower plate is 1.0mm, the thickness of the column is 
30*30 square tube is 1.2mm, the table top is equipped with railings, 
and the movable infusion stand is convenient to use with brake wheel or 
adjusting foot.

Item Dimention N.
W

G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjsy-01 Large；L1100*W600*H800

Small：L900*W500*H800
Large1180*670*99
0=0.78m³

Large 
64

Material   
304 stainless steel material, Sturdy and solid, simple and beautiful, 
dry and hygienic, long service life.
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   Stainless steel acrylic paddle infusion table pjsy-02

Features
The main body is made of 304 stainless steel material, and high-strength 
acrylic baffles are used on both sides, which can be put together in a row, 
clean and hygienic, beautiful and generous!

Item Dimention N.
W

G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) KG
pjsy-02 Large；L1100*W550*H800

Small：L900*W500*H800

Material   
The overall 304 stainless steel material, anti-corrosion, acid-proof and 
rust-free, the acrylic baffle is more high-grade, and has a good 
isolation and mute effect.
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   Stainless steel glass baffle infusion table pjsy-03

Features
Made of 304 stainless steel, frame 25 * 25 square tube thickness 1.2mm 
with movable mesh and movable dirt tray, railing can be easily lowered, with 
movable tempered glass on both sides.

Item Dimention N.
W

G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) KG
pjsy-03 Large；L1100*W550*H800

Small：L900*W500*H800

Material   
Left and right isolation, clean and hygienic, durable
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   Multi-functional infusion operating table  pjsy-05

Features
Made of 304 stainless steel, the thickness of the table is 1.2mm, the column 
22*22 square tube thickness is 1.2mm, it is equipped with movable infusion 
stand, movable mesh and movable railing. It is easy to use, and can be 
equipped with brake wheel or adjusting foot.

Item Dimention N.
W

G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjsy-05 L1370*W600*H780

Material   
304 stainless steel,Reasonable structure, easy to use and versatile.
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   Stainless steel movable railing infusion table pjsy-06

Features
Made of 304 stainless steel, the thickness of the table is 1.2mm, the column 
22*22 square tube thickness is 1.2mm, equipped with movable infusion 
stand, the movable railing is easy to use, and the brake wheel or adjusting 
foot can be selected.

Item Dimention N.
W

G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjsy-06 Large：L1100*W600*H780

Small：L900*W550*H780

Material   
304 stainless steel,The structure is reasonable and can also be used 
as a transmission desk and a diagnosis desk.
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   Stainless steel animal dissection table  pjj-01

Features
Made of all stainless steel 304 material, the concave design of the 
countertop is equipped with stainless steel flushing basin and double 
flushing water faucet for convenient use. In order to ensure the brightness 
demand, it is equipped with high-brightness electric light, and the movable 
tray is equipped with a movable tray for convenient placement of surgical 
instruments.

Item Dimention N.
W

G.
W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjj-01 Large：L1600*W650*H800

Small：L1100*W550*H800
Large1720*730*960=1.2m³
Small1210*650*935=0.74m³

Large
94

Material   
The overall 304 stainless steel material, anti-corrosion, acid-proof and 
rust-free, reasonable structure, convenient and practical
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   Stainless Steel Surgical Tray Trolley pjf-01

Features
The pet hospital special recommendation auxiliary platform is simple and 
convenient to use.

Item Dimention N.W G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjf-01 L650*W430*H800

Material   
304 Stainless material
The rectangular design is simpler and the space is more economical. 
The universal wheel is flexible and easy to idle.
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   Stainless Steel Medical Trolley With Drawers pjf-02

Features
With universal brake wheel Countertop Fence with drawers Multi-level 
display.

Item Dimention N.W G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjf-02 L700*W450*H800 835*570*1010=0.48m³ 46

Material   
The overall 304 stainless steel material, anti-corrosion, acid-proof and 
rust-free, easy to use, safe and hygienic, can be customized.
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   Stainless steel Adjustable Height Trolley  pjf-03

Features
Lifting function With rolling universal brake wheel Simple and practical 
without rust.
Supporting operating table Practical value.

Item Dimention N.W G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjf-03 L880*W500H850-1400

Material   
Overall 304 stainless steel material, anti-corrosion, acid proof, anti-
rust
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   Stainless steel pet binding frame pjb-01

Features
The 25*25 stainless steel 304 square tube is used as the skeleton, and the 
laminate is made of 304 stainless steel plate with a thickness of 1.0 mm. 
The movable cotton gauze is fixed on the upper side to protect the pet from 
injury.

Item Dimention N.W G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjb-01 Large：L800*W500*H800

Small：L600*W450*H800

Material   
The overall 304 stainless steel material, anti-corrosion, acid-proof and 
rust-free, simple appearance, easy to use, solid and solid, and strive 
for health.
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   Stainless steel trash can  pjlj-01

Features
Made of all 304 stainless steel, detachable top cover.

Item Dimention N.
W

G.
W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjlj-01 L590*W590*H900

Material   
The overall 304 stainless steel material, anti-corrosion, acid-proof and 
rust-free, easy to use, safe and hygienic, can be customized.
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   Pet ice mat  pjq-04

Features
Color:A variety of colors, can be customized for different colors.
Features natural cool anti-anti-bacterial deodorant waterproof.
Outer packaging color box, outer box
Don't need power supply and to refrigerate, automatic cooling, ready to 
use, cold, low carbon, environmentally friendly, recycling.

Item Dimention N.
W

G.
W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
pjq-04 L650*W500

Material   
Outer bag material:nylon (polyester) silk spinning, composite PVC.
Content: sponge, water, CMC, etc.
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Dog leash holder pjp-05
Features
Made of all stainless steel 304 .
The inverted buckle design 
prevents the rope from falling off 
and is easy to use.
Base 90mm*90mm
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Stainless steel lead hanger
pjp-06
600*550mm
base 250*250mm

Stianless steel bronchial rack 
trachea pjp-08
diameter 25-140mm



   Stainless Steel Fold Up Wall-Mount Exam Table PJ-ZDA

Features
Easily pull down from the wall when you use it. 
When you don't use it, push it on the wall easily.
It only has a thickness of about 13 cm, saving valuable clinic space.
The cement wall bears 75kg.

Item Dimention N.
W

G.
W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
PJ-ZDA Countertop:L1120*W560

Base: 660*560mm
1670*780*500=0.65m³ 90

Material   
304 stainless steel  material
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   Pet grooming table

68

FT-812/813A FT-805 Hydraulic Air Lift  FT-831 



 Pet grooming table

68

FT-805C hydraulic



Pet grooming table �

68

FT-899 electric lift
FT-832 air lifting



PPet dryer( blower )

Features
• The unit has a 3 meters 
puncture-resistant,triple 
reinforced,flexible hose with four 
nozzles options,air focusing and 
air flaring, to handle all-size pets 
and all coats.
Material   
Iron, Pu, Plastic
Color:Black Yello Pink 75

NBF902 HB1001

Features
• Infinitely variable, temperature 
control and powerful wind speed.
• Great for any store and home with a 
pet, super power is 2800W.
• Insulated for quiet operation.

Material   
Iron, Pu, Plastic
Color:Orange Yellow Black

HB1002

Features
• Infinitely variable, temperature 
control and powerful wind speed.
• Great for any store and home 
with a pet, super power is 2800W.
• Insulated for quiet operation.

Material   
Iron, Pu, Plastic
Color:Silver



PPet dryer( blower )

Features
• Infinitely variable, temperature 
control and powerful wind speed.
• Great for any store and home 
with a pet, super power is 2800W.
• Insulated for quiet operation.
• Washable filter and easy to 
replace.
Material   
Iron, Pu, Plastic
Color:Orange Yellow 
Black 79

HB1003 HB1006

Features
• Insulated for quiet operation.
• Powerful 8 levels speed and safe brush 
motor.
• Advanced LED screen and functional 
button to adjust air flow and heating 
temperature.
• Revolutionary centrifugal impeller 
technology.

Material   
Iron, Pu, Plastic
Color:Orange Silver

Features
• Insulated for quiet operation.
• Powerful infinitely variable 
speed and safe brush motor.
• Revolutionary centrifugal 
impeller technology.

HB1008

Material   
Iron, Pu, Plastic
Color:Orange 
Silver



PPet Grooming

79

Pet Vacuum machine
Voltage:220volt
Power:700w
Machine size:600*460*460mm
Storage capacity size:4.5L



Features
Illuminance:40000-100000Lux

85

 KDK5(孔式)

Features
Illuminance:40000-100000Lux

KYK5(孔式) KDLED700/500

Features
•LED700 LED500
Illuminance(adjustable) 
40,000-180,000Lux 
30,000-160,000Lux

LED operating light 



 KDLED700

Features
Illuminance(adjustable) 
40,000-180,000Lux
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Features
Illuminance:
40,000-180,000Lux
30,000-160,000Lux

KDLED5+3(improved)

Features
Illuminance:
40,000-180,000Lux

 KDLED5(improved)

   LED operating light 



KDLED3(improved)

Features
Illuminance：
30,000-160,000Lux
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Features
Illuminance(Lux):
40,000-180,000Lux

 KYLED5(移动式改进型）

Features
Illuminance(Lux):
30,000-160,000Lux

 KYLED3(移动式改进型）

   LED operating light 



KDLED500

Features
Illuminance：
30,000-160,000Lux 85

Features
Illuminance(adjustable):
40,000-180,000Lux

 KYLED700(stand type movable)

Features
Illuminance:
30,000-160,000Lux

KYLED500(stand type movable)

   LED operating light 



 KDLED700/500(集成光源）

Features
Illuminance(adjustable)
160,000Lux 120,000Lux

85

Features
Illuminance(adjustable)
160,000Lux

KDLED700(集成光源）

Features
Illuminance(adjustable)
160,000Lux

 KDLED500(集成光源）

   LED operating light 



 KDLED200吊式

Features
Illuminance(adjustable)
30000Lux

85

Features
Illuminance(adjustable)
30000Lux

KYLED200(movable)

Features
Illuminance(adjustable)
30000Lux

KYLED200(Economic）

   LED operating light 



KDLED200

Features
Illuminance(adjustable)
30000Lux

85

Features
Illuminance(adjustable)
40,000-180,000Lux
40,000-180,000Lux

 KDZF700/700

Features
Illuminance(adjustable)
40,000-180,000Lux
35,000-160,000Lux

KDZF700/500

    LED operating light 



 KDZF700/500(直臂式）

Features
Illuminance(adjustable)
40,000-180,000Lux
35,000-160,000Lux

85

Features
Illuminance(adjustable)
40,000-180,000Lux

KDZF700

Features
Illuminance(adjustable)
35,000-160,000Lux

 KDZF500

    LED operating light 



 KYZF500(移动电源型）

Features
Illuminance(adjustable)
40,000-180,000Lux

85

Features
Illuminance(adjustable)
35,000-160,000Lux

KDZF500（overall reflection）

Features
Illuminance(adjustable)
35,000-160,000Lux

KDZF500（直臂移动）

    LED operating light 



 Single Arm surgical pendant KDD-4

Features
Horizontal rotation angle:0-340°
Net loading capability:≤80kg
Standard gas outlets:2 Oxygen,2 Vac
Electrical sockets:8pcs
Equipment tray:2pcs
Infusion stand:1
Material : Aluminum Alloy

85

Features
Horizontal rotation angle:0-340°
Net loading capability:≤80kg
Standard gas outlets:2 Oxygen,2 Vac
Electrical sockets:8pcs
Equipment tray:2pcs
Infusion stand:1
Material:Aluminum Alloy

Single Arm surgical pendant KDD-6



Single Arm surgical pendant KDD-9

Features
Horizontal rotation angle:0-340°
Medical gas outlets:2 Oxygen,2 
Vac,2AIR
Load capability:≤80kg
Electrical sockets:8pcs
Life stroke:300mm
Equipment tray:2pcs
Infusion stand:1

85

Features
Horizontal rotation angle:0-340°
Medical gas outlets:2 Oxygen,2 
Vac,2AIR
Load capability:≤80kg
Electrical sockets:8pcs
Life stroke:300mm
Equipment tray:2pcs
Infusion stand:1
Material:Aluminum Alloy Single Arm surgical pendant KDD-10



   Pet hydrotherapy underwater treadmill  PJ-1901

Features
Windows :speed, time, distance calories, program;
Function : running training underwater , heating ,Water Cycle function
Speed:1.0-10.0km/h
AC frequency conversion motor, 1500W
Max Loading weight :100kgs 
Thickness of running belt:2.5mm

Item Dimention N.
W

G.
W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
PJ-1901 1950*750*960

Running area:1630*630mm
2130*820*1040=1.82m³ 260 295

Material   
stainless steel  material 
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   Pet hydrotherapy underwater treadmill  PJ-1902

Features
Function : running training underwater , heating ,Water Cycle function 
Speed:0.8-12km/h 
Power :3HP 
Max Loading weight :200kgs 
Thickness of running belt:2.2mm

Item Dimention N.
W

G.
W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
PJ-1902 L1620*W620*H910mm

Running area:530x1320mm
1760*715*1020=1.28m³ / 201

Material   
stainless steel  material 
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   Pet hydrotherapy underwater treadmill  YS-C280/380/480

Features
Function : running training underwater , heating ,Water Cycle function 
Speed:0.8-12.0km/h 
Power :1.75HP 
Thickness of running 
belt:1.6mm 

Item Dimention N.W G.W

Stand(mm） Package(mm) kg
YS-C280 L1320*W550*H820mm 

Running area:1070*406mm

YS-C380 L1580*W610*H1000mm 
Running area:1300*470mm

380 164×69×89 cm=1.007 134 165

YS-C480 L1890*W630*H1370mm 
Running area:1600*470mm

YS480-K L1620*W620*H910mm
Running area:530x1320mm

/ 201

Material   
stainless steel  material 
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PJ-605
Features
Speed:1.0-16.0km/h
AC electric motor,AC Drive, 
14KM, LED display, 
remote&hand control
2000*620
Running area:1700*460
Packing:2070*680*310=0.44m³

   Treadmill

PJ-606
Features
AC motor，AC converter
LED console display speed,distance,time
Remote control and manual control
Safety key
Music play
Input:220V 50-60Hz
Motor:1.5HP
Speed:1.0-16km/h
2350*670
Running area:2010*520 
Packing:2370*810*290=0.56m³  89/99kg

Features
Pet Toys
Materials:Silicon dioxide 
Φ 1000mm 280mmwide
running area 215mm
PJM-008
MOQ:1unit



   Pet ICU incubator 

Features
·  Accurate Temperature Control—Being Equal Everywhere
·  Accurate Humidly Control—Healthy and Balanced
·  Negative-ion Generation—Truly Auxiliary Medical Effect
·  Sterilization Function—Free From Cross-contamination
·  Medical Atomization Treatment Function—Making the Treatment More Convenient
·  Carbon Dioxide Concentration Monitoring System—A Defense Line to Guard Life
·  ICU Illumination Function—Creating A Comfortable Therapeutic Environment
·  Setting of Security Mechanism—No Worries in Use
·  Human Oriented Structural Design—Reasonable Operation, Clean and Convenient86

UC-1801
UC-1803



   Veterinary Automatic Air Warming system 

Features
*Temperature:5℃-28℃
*Humidity: Maximum relative
humidity80%
*Minimum relative humidity:35%
*Altitude：Maximum3200m
SHPJ01

87

Various temperature protection technology for safe and effective 
heating
23℃-43℃ range setting,℃&F unit convert Deviation ≤±0.1℃(the 
heating exit)
5 level temperature quick button for convenient setting
Imported fan,stable and quiet,8 level air volume adjustable Air 
disinfectionfunction
Big LCD screen,complete and intuitive display 
More than 1000 history log
8 level alarm volume adjustable
Accept single or multiple use warming blanket



   Veterinary equipment

98

Veterinary Syringe Pump HF-710C

1.Breakthrough Half-pressing technique
2.Patented “Double Pulse” compensation technique
3.Double CPU system
4.Historical record function

Veterinary Infusion Pump HF-610C
275*145*160mm
1.Breakthrough Half-pressing technique
2.Patented “Double Pulse” compensation technique 
3.Double CPU system
4.Different modes: Delivery rate, delivery time, 
Patient Weight, Dripping Rate.
5.Historical record function
6.Alarm for door open



   Veterinary equipment

98

Veterinary infusion pump
HF-620C
290*155*225mm
1.Breakthrough Half-pressing technique
2.Patented “Double Pulse” compensation technique
3.Double CPU system
4.Historical record function

Veterinary Fluid Warmer HF-110C
Voltage:110-240V
1.Compact size,better appearance
2.More accurate temperature control
3.Easy to use and operate without training
4.35℃-42℃temperature range adjustable
5.Warming up time ≤2min



   Veterinary monitor 

98

M100-V
measure oximeter, blood pressure,
temperature, pulse rate

PJJH-03
500 g- 240 kg pets;
Blood pressure ;
Core imported chip technology 
Precise and portable breathing 
terminal carbon dioxide Technology;
Invasive blood technology




